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A Nature's Wonder-Box of
Queries ‘n’ Questions!–that's
how MS perceives a child as
he/she is received in, and then
on, these hollowed portals are
his/her home, where, amidst
shady lush greens, he/she starts
growing, raring and flowering.
Weather
January
February
March

Temperature
Minimum
Maximum
9.2°C
21.0°C
10.9°C
25.25°C
16.9°C
31.38°C

The campus remained warm, may
be due to the academic activities and
bidding farewell to the outgoing class 12th

The MS
IS NOT JUST A SCHOOL
IT'S A WAY OF LIFE.
A SPIRIT THAT ANIMATES DAILY
YOUR LIFE IN MS CAMPUS,
THE SPIRIT OF LEARNING
THE SPIRIT OF TEAM WORK
THE SPIRIT OF SERVICE

Mapsians Sweep Innovation Fair
On 20th January 2017 all roads led to the NSC Delhi for the prestigious
Innovation Festival, a national level competition for the young, budding
and aspiring scientists of our country. The competition was opened to all
categories and the participants were from various elite schools and IITs.
The Mann School participated in the annual event. The 'never say die'
spirit of the MAPSIANs brought many laurels to the school. The
MAPSIANs prepared seven projects and out of which five projects were
selected as the outstanding projects of the fair by the jury consisted of
eminent scientists of our country. The selected projects were approved
and accepted by the CSIR and IISF.
The innovation fare saw many budding scientists from all over the country
but The Mann School stole the show by their innovative projects and
presentations. Some of the major projects accepted and approved by the
jury were: 1. Project designed to 'monitor the rampaging electricity theft'
in our country by Pankaj Tushir 2. Nokul Mann designed a technique to
'trace out the missing vehicle' 3. The need of the hour is to have an
effective water monitoring system and
for this Alisha Sharma and Shivani
Mann designed a project on 'effective
water monitoring system' for better
agricultural productivity. 4. One of our
budding Scientists, Ishwaku,
developed an 'electromagnetic
engine' which was also got it selected
by the jury. 5. The pick of the projects
was project on 'energy conservation
for the sustainable development' by Anurag Ranjan. Master Anurag
effectively utilized the resources available at the NSC, Delhi and
prepared the project.
The project on energy conservation for the sustainable development by
Master Anurag Ranjan was awarded as the best project of the innovation
fare 2016 - 17 by Mr. Rama Sharma Dhulipati, the director of NSC and Mr.
Dinesh Malik, the education officer of NSC Delhi. Well done MAPSIANs!!
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The National Progressive
Schools' Conference (NPSC)

Indian Principals' Network (IPN) Leadership Summit, 2017

The Mann School added the latest feather on her

IPN (Indian Principal's Network) leadership

cap by getting itself inducted in the prestigious

Summit, 2017 was organized on 21 January, 2017

organization, The National Progressive Schools'

at the Radisson Blue, Noida, initiated under the

Conference (N.P.S.C.) on the 44th NPSC Annual

leadership of Mr. Ashok Ganguly former chairman

Conference held on Feb. 16-17, 2017 at India

CBSE, with a motive to upgrade the leaders about

International Centre 40, Max Mueller Marg, New

the "Learning skills needed in the 21st century". It

Delhi - 110003. The National Progressive Schools'

was attended by Principal, Cdr. V K Banga (retd)

Conference is a forty four year old association of

and Ms. Shashi Pant, headmistress.

senior secondary schools across the country and
has 160 leading private schools under its umbrella.
The N.P.S.C. started in 1973. All the member
schools of the National Progressive Schools’
Conference are affiliated to the Central Board of
Secondary Education.

The first session of the event was an awe inspiring
pep talk by Mr. Ashok Ganguly, stressed on "Edu caring not educating". The talk was greatly built up
towards emphasizing on collaboration and
communication with other schools. During the
course of the talk, the speaker suggested the
leaders to frame a curriculum, which sparks the
creative and thinking skills of the learners and
inclusion of HOTS too.
Known for its collaborative work in teaching
learning practices, policy making, scholastic and
co-scholastic initiatives and reforms in education,
the members of the N.P.S.C. work in collaboration
with Government organizations such as the
National Council of Educational Research and
Training, the National University of Educational
Planning and Administration, the Indian Institutes
of Management and the Indian Institutes of
Technology, Central Board of Secondary
Education, DOE, Gov. of NCT and other National
The second session was led by the school leaders
of the various schools, focusing on the challenges
faced by the same. The forum highlighted varied
issues pertaining to the education policies of

and International Bodies in an effort to bring about
qualitative changes in education.
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various states of the country. The speaker
suggested pragmatic remedial measures which
were appreciated by everyone.

celebrations was witnessed by NCC cadets. Third
OfficersRuchi Shankar and Vishal Deep along with
Rajeev Kumar accompanied the cadets.

Exposure to NCC Cadets

Flag House Party

The adventure that the soldiering profession was
witnessed by a 120 - strong batch of NCC cadets
when they visited the rehearsal of the Prime
Minister's Rally at the Army parade ground, Delhi
Cantt on 23rd of January. They wondered at the
way the artillery guns and armoured tanks are used
to capture enemy posts in a war situation, how
soldiers and rations for them are air-dropped by
helicopters, and casualties are evacuated by air.
Other items that impressed them were smart
marching of contingents from different NCC
Directorates and the riders of RVC carrying
colourful flags of Army, Navy, Air Force and the
NCC as well as parasailing performed by cadets.
The students also had a tryst with the IAF at Palam
where they saw different kinds of fighter aircraft
which have seen action. The avidly awaited
colourful feature of India's Republic Day

Vyas House, the Flag House of the year 2016 - 17,
celebrated the victory by arranging a grand party to
the staff and students of the Mann School on the
24th January 2017 which saw a colorful cultural
presentation well prepared by the worthy and
victorious Vyasians under the able guidance of
their mentors. Cdr. V K Banga, the principal, the
Mann School presided over the function. Mr.
Sumesh Mishra, the house master Vyas House,
enumerated and termed the achievements as a
team effort and thanked the students for their
consistent and tireless efforts and the entire
teaching fraternity for their support and
cooperation. In his message, the principal, recalled
the efforts put in by the Vyasians under the
leadership of Mr. Sumesh Mishra and his team
throughout the year, which saw the dream coming
true.

Inter Class English Reading Competition
It was a great delight to witness the students of Primary wing, reading short stories and inspiring prose in
the Inter Class Reading competition, which was held from 18 January to 25 January,2017.The
participants from all the groups i.e. KG to class V read the pieces of their own choice with great confidence
and won the hearts of the audience.
The result is as follows:
S NO.
1
2
3

NAME
Sanyam Mann
BhavyaTyagi
Pranavi Singh

CLASS
KG
KG
KG

POSITION
Ist
IInd
IIIrd

S NO.
1
2

NAME
Tanishka Chaudhary
Mohita Kakroda

CLASS
IA
IA

POSITION
I st
IInd

S NO.
1
2

NAME
Kushal Dabas
Pearl Tyagi

CLASS
II A
II A

POSITION
Ist
II
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S NO.
1
2

NAME
Shourya
Zunaira Fatima

CLASS
III
III

POSITION
Ist
IInd

S NO.
1
2

NAME
Prachi Yadav
Manshi Dhull

CLASS
IV
IV

POSITION
Ist
II

S NO.
1
2
3.

NAME
Kirti Dabas
Aksh Rana
Mrinal Shukla

CLASS
V
V
V

POSITION
Ist
IInd
IIIrd

Principal, Cdr. V.K Banga, where he urged them to
do their best in all spheres of life and feel proud to
be Indians.

Patriotic Fervour On The Republic Day
The 68th Republic Day was celebrated in all its
solemnity and grandeur at the Mann School on
26th January 2017. The students saluted the
National Flag and pledged themselves upholding
the honour and integrity, diversity and uniqueness
that is "India".
To mark the importance of this day, a celebration
was held in the school premises. An excellent
enactment of speech was delivered by
S h e s h n a r a i a n Te w a r i p o r t r a y i n g t h e
accomplishments and achievements of Mother
India which made everyone proud of being an
Indian. The school reverberated with the rhythmic
beats and patriotic fervour as the choir sang
patriotic songs.
The school also grabbed this auspicious and
praiseworthy moment to felicitate and honour the
committed, patient, knowledgeable, goal-oriented,
creative and caring team of Vyas house teachers
who guided and motivated their students to lead to
conquer the Flag House Trophy for the year 20162017.
The innovative young minds were also admired
and praised for their noteworthy attainment in the
'SCIENCE FEST', where the Mann school
students were recognized and awarded for their
commendable success. It was a moment of glory
and joy not only for the school but also for the proud
parents.
The program concluded with inspiring words of the

Chinese New Year Celebration
A special assembly to celebrate the Chinese New
Year was organized on 28th January, 2017 in
Primary Wing. The aim of the special assembly
was to promote the habit of learning a new culture /
tradition other than ones own. Some of the
students presented amazing facts about China.
Chinese fan dance presented by a group of
students was applauded and appreciated by all.
Students were informed that in Chinese astrology
each year is associated with an animal sign. So,
2017 is the year of the Roosters.

Celebration Of Vasant Panchami
If winter comes, can spring be far behind. With the
arrival of the spring there was vibrancy and
fragrance interspersed in the school campus
especially in the Primary wing as the tiny tots
welcomed spring on 21 January, 2017 by
celebrating the Vasant Panchami. A special
assembly was organized by the students of class
nursery to V. It was a treat to watch a well
synchronized dance presentation by students on
this occasion. The students also threw light on the
importance of this season.
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to know that what motivated him to write a novel in
this dimension. Ms. Ruth and Madhvi of class XII
along with Mr. C P Davis attended the workshop
and benefitted from it.

Early Education & Technology Conference
To embed the right values and to impart the
appropriate knowledge and content the workshop
emphasized on these vital issues. There was an
immense stress on investing in the Early Childhood
Education as better brains need better
development. The platform was shared by
numerous experienced facilitators and educators
invited from various cities of the country.
All were in tandem with the same pivotal points
which build up the entire personality of the learners
at the early years. Critical thinking, logic and
reasoning, creativity and imagination are the core
skills that need major attention. Some of the
speakers shared their views and ideas on as to
how to promote reading and writing skills in the
present scenario due to the presence of
technology. Wonderful insights were presented by
the speakers.
The last session discussed at length about various
Apps available to enrich the students' knowledge
and thinking skills simultaneously. The workshop
was attended by Ms. Shashi Pant the
headmistress and benefited from it.

Farewell: An Adieu To The Outgoing Batch
The Mann School bid adios to the outgoing batch of
class 12 (21st batch) on Monday, 13th February,
2017, with best wishes to excel in all the spheres of
life. A mixed feeling of nostalgia, anticipation,
accomplishment and excitement made those
moments unforgettable. The show was unveiled
with the floral welcome of the seniors by the
present class 11students followed by the lighting of
the lamp. It was followed with mementos
presentation to the outgoing batch by the Principal,
The Mann School, Cdr. V. K Banga, Ms. AlkaBanga
and scholarly faculty of the school.

An Exposure To Times Of India (TOI)
The Times of India organized a quiz cum workshop
for the students from all over Delhi on 8th February
2017 at Manav Rachana University to motivate and
encourage the students' community to actively
participate in the Papers' students' edition. The
workshop was attended by more than three
hundred students from various schools of Delhi
Region.
The program started with a small test on MCQs and
Picture based written reports followed by an
interactive session. Students had a wonderful
opportunity to meet the rising novelist cum writer
Mr. Pragun whose novel on demonetization was
sold like a hot cake in and around the world before
even the Prime Minister of India introduced the
demonetization in India. The students were eager

The speeches of the school captains and vice
captains, where they badged their school as a
second home away from home, compelled
everyone to relish the enthralling flashback of time
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national level. The batch also contributed in the
India International Science Festival (IISF) and won
abundance of appreciation form the authorities for
their valuable efforts. Everyone from batch chipped
in generously to feed the kitty with more laurels in
INSPIRE. After enumerating the achievements
made by the outgoing batch the principal wished
the students good luck for the forth coming board
examinations.
At the end, the principal, revealed the names of the
new appointees as School Captain and Vicecaptain Boys and Girls respectively. Master
SheshNaraianTewari and Miss DelikaGhanghass
of class XI D were appointed as the New School
Captain (Boys & Girls) respectively for the year
2017 - 18. Master ShivamSagar and Miss
MasumKumari Agarwal were appointed as the
school Vice - captains (Boys and Girls)
respectively. The outgoing appointees welcomed
and passed on the baton to the incumbents with
bouquets of flowers.
The nostalgic evening dawned with the cake
cutting ceremony by the new and the outgoing
appointees along with the principal and all the
distinguished guests of the evening. The time
spent in the school, and bidding 'good bye', will
leave an indelible mark in the heart and soul of
everyone and will also be cherished as beautiful,
admirable, everlasting memories of their life.

spent in the second home,The Mann School.The
glimpses of memories narrated by the Coordinator
Academics, The Mann School, brought a broad
smile on everyone's face making the moment light.
A mesmerizing dance performance by the teachers
made everyone sitting in the audience, awestruck.
The most awaited moment arrived with the words
of wisdom by honourable Principal, The Mann
School, highlighting some of the achievements of
the batch in the field of science, technology, and
sports. The principal enumerated and appreciated

the efforts put in by the outgoing batch in the field of
science and sports competitions and won many
laurels to the school which included the first prize
and trophy won in the innovation fair 2016 - 17.
Master Anurag Ranjan, the outgoing school
captain, whose project on sustainable
development in "Make it at Science Centre", was
adjudged as the best innovator, secured the first
prize. Master Lalit Mann conquered the first
position in the Handball competition held at the

Visit to Rohini Court
Around fourty students of class XI D (Humanities)
went on a visit to Rohini Court on 22nd February
2017. Students were taken to witness the
proceedings and to know and learn how a logical
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way the problems are presented and solved.
Students interacted with Sh. Siddharth Mathur
senior Civil Judge cum Rent Controller, Sh. Anurag
Das Metropolitan Magistrate (Trafic) and Sh.
Dhirendra Rana, Metropolitan Magistrate.
Students asked various questions related to some
issues like 'Jat Reservation', 'Women Safety',

told about the precautionary measures to be taken
while playing Holi which they followed to the
utmost. Students also danced on the tunes of Holi
songs and smeared colours on every one. An

eagerly awaiting day was indeed a fun-filled
festival of colours which took place with a lot of joy
and fervor
'Traffic Laws', etc. This visit enhanced the students'
knowledge and were filled with enthusiasm. Mr. C
P Davis and Ms. Vijayalakshmi accompanied the
students.

HOLI: Colours Showering Joy
The Mann School always looks for ways to expose
its students to various cultures and their
celebrations. This exposures allow them to learn to
embrace diversity.
Holi celebration was celebrated with lot of joy and
verve in the Mann School. The enthusiasm of the
students, teachers and parents reached its peak
and matched with the nature in full bounty. Every
one took the liberty to enjoy the hidden crazy self
with a ready answer, 'Buranamano Holi hai.' They
sprinkled colours on each other. The students were

Golden Oldies Speak
My experience @ the Mann School
By ZeenatBrar XII C (Commerce)
It was 9 years back in September
2008, I joined Mann Public
School, now known as The Mann
School. I was in class IV when I
joined the school as a boarder. I
was quite excited to be in the
School on the first day but it was
when my parents left me, tears rolled down
because I had never stayed alone away from my
sweet mom. I spent a sleepless night. It was still
harder for me in the next day, because all my
classmates knew Hindi and I knew nothing about
Hindi language. But my teachers and seniors
encouraged and supported me to stay on and
slowly and steadily I got used to the system. The
initial fears and loneliness I was able to overcome.
Soon I was appointed as the Vice Head Girl of the
Primary Wing. That was a big shot on my arm.
From then I never turned back. I participated in
many tours and actively took part in co-curricular
and extracurricular activities in and out of the
school. The ninth year I was again appointed as the
Vice Head Girl of the school, which I consider, as
one of the greatest privilege in my student life.
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Nine years have passed as if it was like a bubble in

seen. Really it was a great time being here….. I

the water. As I realize that I have to achieve and

wish I could remain in the school many more

attain many more things in life, the time has come

years……. MISS YOU MANN SCHOOL!

to an end and I have to bid farewell to my second
home that's my school. The Mann School is not

Teachers' Visit to Museum of Art

only a school rather it is a small world created by

The Times of India group had organized a visit for

students from different places and culture, where

the teachers to the famous art museum of Kiran

we communicate, share our feelings, and enjoy our

Nadar, Saket on 28th March 2017,where they saw

oneness and togetherness as one family. This is

the famous works of renowned artists like M. F.

what I am going to miss in my life.

My second Home
(Ruth XII B Medical)
Being in the Mann School from
last two years, it feels like being in
second home. When I think about
future, it makes me fearful and
nervous that what will happen,
where will I going be. Truly I am
attached to this place more or less ……... so many
special moments lived with the school and house

Hussain and Suza. They also enjoyed the car

mates …..….. my class room and friends ……….

made of bones and a 10 m high tree which was

Really I miss everything ……... Each day taught

made of stainless steel utensils

me something …...… the sharing of thoughts, joys
and sorrows, those celebrations …….. They may
come back in my life but the moments lived with
these people can never be repeated.
The latest festival that we celebrated was Lohri,
though the Pre Board was going, being a Punjabi I
could not forget this festival. No matter how my
exam went but we celebrated the festival to the
fullest.
Not only Lohri …. We celebrated almost every
festival with the same feeling of togetherness,
enthusiasm and equality. We learned about the
various rituals and cultures which we had not even
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